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Young girls in beautiful, romantic dresses posing before they drop their clothes ever so slowly... The
photographer catches the various stages of this enchanting striptease for us. The poetry of the
moment exhales its seductive perfume, when an unhooked corset opens and presents a view of a
strawberry-like nipple and a peek at a nest of curls. The faces of these girls are fine, melancholic
and soft whilst joyfully opening their thighs. They are like timeless heroines of a fairy tale. Their
hearts beating in their pink vulvas...
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Mikhail Paramonov is one of the most exciting photographers of the female nude working today. His
previous books have been very successful and helped to imprint his vision upon the world where
women are angelic and graceful, youthful and sensual. Romantic Nudes continues that effort. It is
more than a collection of his works this time; it is crafted body of work where each subject starts the
series dressed in formal attire, such as a wedding dress, and slowly undresses to reveal her warm,
glowing, girlish flesh. It may be a simple formula, but it is powerfully erotic. And the open leg shots
and closeups stir a deep impulse. Paramonov's models here are young women, and the incongruity
between their youth and their overly formal attire, combined with the sexually illicit nature of their
poses, makes this more of a collection of dreams than an expose of artistic nudes. This is a daring
publication that will not fail to make an impact upon its viewers.

Not at all what I was hoping for. The costumes seem pretentious. They detract from the natural

beauty of the subjects. The artificiality is, for me, unattractive and certainly not remotely erotic. The
photography is, of course, very good. It is the composition and props I find boring, actually off
putting.I'll gladly swap you my new copy for one of subjects posing in nude, natural positions.

Beautiful women wearing beautiful clothes showing their beautiful assets, only two ask to make it a
5 star, put portrait photos into a portrait format and provide larger, more vivid images! Can't wait for
Romantic Nudes 2.
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